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There are two types of color mixing: Additive and Subtractive.In both cases, there are three primary colors,
three secondary colors (colors made from 2 of the three primary colors in equal amounts), and one tertiary
color made from all three primary colors. This point is a common source of confusion, as there are different
sets of primary colors depending on whether you are working with ...
Color mixing - Wikipedia
Load is the sixth studio album by the American heavy metal band Metallica, released on June 4, 1996 by
Elektra Records in the United States and by Vertigo Records internationally. The album showed more of a
hard rock side of Metallica than the band's typical thrash metal style, which alienated much of the band's
fanbase. It also featured influences from genres such as Southern rock, blues rock ...
Load (album) - Wikipedia
Note to the reader on the organization of this book I have set up Bread Science to be as much like a
reference book as possible, enabling readers to open to a section of interest without needing to read the
whole book.
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